
L1. Relationships

L2. Bookworm

L3. Celebrations

L4. Nothing to wear!

L5. It’s a possibility

L6. Simply the best 

L7. How big?

L8. My room

L9. That’s funny!

L10. In town

L11. Computer safety

L12. In the atlas

L13. Body parts

L14. Going on holiday

L15. How did you say

it?

L16. On the menu

L17. Healthy living

L18. Loads of money

L19. Senses

L21. Are you sure?

L22. Adventure

L23. On the timetable

L24. Intergalactic

L25. On the beach

L26. From time to time

L27. Fame

L28. Watch out!

L29. Entertainment

L30. Spooky
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A world of words

Challenge yourself to extend your vocabulary

� Learn the meaning of each word and use it in your writing.

� When you know and have used the words in a list, place a tick in the box below.
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Practising Language 3a and 3b

� Find two synonyms for each of these words:

• clever 

• shout 

• friend 

� Re-write these sentences. Replace the word 

got with a more interesting synonym.

• I got some new trainers for my birthday. 

• He got thirsty in the hot sun. 

P3aSynonyms

Use synonyms in your own

writing to avoid repeating the

same word.

� Write as many words as you can between these two extremes:

Freezing cold roasting hot.

� Put these words in order with the strongest emotion first:

� Put these words in order with the strongest emotion first:

delighted   happy   calm   ecstatic   thrilled   excited

irritated   enraged   cross   angry   furious   annoyed

P3b

Look out for
synonyms: you
will see and 
hear them 
all the time.

Wow! That 
is really

rapid!

That
cheetah!
Wasn’t
he 
quick!
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• Amit is in bed.

• Amit is not well. 

• Amit is not happy.

Practising Language 25a and 25b

� Explain why Amit isn’t just missing a normal school day. 
How do you know?

� Both Amit and his mother say “It’s not fair”, but they are 
referring to different things. 
• Amit thinks it’s not fair because 

• Amit’s mum thinks it’s not fair because 

P25b

Read all about it !
Think about what youunderstand from this shortpassage as well as what itactually describes. 

Remember the
reader has to 
do some 
work too!

A Day in Bed
“I wish I could go with them,” Amit

mumbled. “It’s not fair! Everyone

else from my class is going and I’m

stuck here at home.”Amit’s mum dabbed on the calamine

lotion. “I’m sorry, you know you 

can’t go back until next Tuesday. 

It’s not fair on the rest of the class.”
He bit his lip and slumped back on 

the pillow. His head throbbed and 

the tiny red bumps all over his 
body itched. He’d wanted to 
see the animals. He pulled the 
covers over his head and shut 
his eyes. Then he had an idea.

� List the 
words that 
tell you 
that:

P25a
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T13.Turn on the television� Write instructions on how to use atelevision. Imagine someone is coming to stay in your home and has not usedyour type of television before. � Make sure the instructions are in the right order, for example, they can’tchange channels before turning on. � Include information on where to find out what’s on. Use numbers or bulletpoints and words like first, next, then, lastly, etc.

T14. How to get here
� Write instructions for a friend to get toyour house from school. � Use notes, bullet points, short forms ofwords, diagrams, arrows and so on tomake things clear.

T15. School secrets
� Write an account of a normal day at school for someone who has no idea what your school is like, for example, a penfriend or a relative from anothercountry who has never visited you. � Begin by making a time line in yourplanning notes. Start from registration and end when you go home. � Give enough detail to be interesting andgive some times. Use two paragraphs: one for the morning and one for lunchand the afternoon.

T12. And the winner is . . .� Write a sports report about a 100-metrerunning race. Include the number ofcompetitors and the names of who came1st, 2nd and 3rd and their times, etc. 

� Describe what happens in the right order using a variety of interesting time connectives.
� This report will be read on the radio, so you might like to read it aloud to seehow it sounds. 

Thinking and Writing Tasks 11 to 15

T11. Once upon a time
� Choose your favourite fairy tale.Write afew scenes to go in a script for a play ofthis fairy tale. 

� Clearly label each character and includestage directions. Remember it has tosound as though someone is speaking so make your dialogue natural and up to date, for example:
Narrator: In the cottage in thewoods, three bears wereabout to have breakfast.Father Bear: You’ve made the porridgetoo hot again.Mother Bear: Let’s go for a walk while it cools. Baby Bear: I want to watch a video!(Mother Bear shakes her head and hands

him his coat.)
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